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My purpose in this paper is to try to define two lines of authenticity inherent in the 
scenographer’s work, representing two layers of the scenographer-audience contract 
underlying the theatrical show.  

 
The first issue affecting authenticity lies in the outer, interface design of the production, 
namely, in the basic and immediate agreement enunciated and established by the 
production design with the audience. Right upon the audience entrance into the 
boundaries of the theatre space, the design creates and provides all the necessary 
information suggesting the authenticity of the theatrical event. 

  
Israeli fringe theatre often takes place in spaces of ancient buildings. The Khan theatre in 
Jerusalem, the Hebrew Arab Theatre in Jaffa, Wadi Salib Theatre in Haifa, all reside 
within ancient Moslem sites. The Acre (Akko) Festival takes place within an 
archeological site dating back to crusaders time. The spaces are comprised of very 
distinguished stone halls, all of them non theatrical spaces.  
   
In the spirit of new alternative theatre, there are many attempts to use the space while 
soliciting a different kind of agreement than that suggested by the initial one. The 
spectators are asked to believe they are not present in a theatre, and the boundaries 
between concrete and imaginary space are effaced and blurred.   
   
The second level on which the scenographer deals with the issue of authenticity lies in 
the traditional, realistic sense, namely, the kind of sets provoking audience responses 
such as: "this is so real!" This kind of authenticity has to do with locality and familiarity; 
it is emotionally effective when theatre and audience share the language of a specific 
local visual culture and collective memories.   

 
In the paper I will draw on various instances relating to these unusual spaces and 
different meanings of authenticity in Israeli and Palestinian visual culture.   
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